Abstract -In this paper, we propose a new CPG model for the snake-like robot being able to adapt to different environments. This model can produce typical serpentine, sidewinding and traveling wave locomotion gaits and switch between them automatically based on a simple input signal. The stability of this model is verified and the parameter restrictions are determined. Then, we investigate the relationship between the properties of CPG output and the parameters. Finally, the adaptive characters of this model is discussed. We found that there is an amazing similarity between the locomotion patterns produced by the CPG model and those of the real snake. The contribution of this work makes the snake-like robot be more adaptive to complex environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are kinds of creatures in this world which have evolved millions of years. They have strong ability of adapting to complex natural environment. People imitate them and get inspiration from them to develop various biomimetic robots. However, the multi-variables, non-linear problem in biological inspired robot locomotion control design still puzzles researchers. After several decades' investigation, central pattern generator (CPG) has been considered as the neural mechanism of creatures producing rhythmic patterns [1] . It could explain perfectly how the creatures control multijoint locomotion and coordinate them simultaneously.
Recently, researchers pay more attention to applying this control mechanism on biomimetic robot locomotion control. Matsubara applied the CPG model on biped robots whose parameters are determined by entrainment learning algorithm [2] . Kimura et al. realized quadruped dynamic walking on irregular terrain in outdoor environment using a CPG model with a sensory feedback [3] , [4] . The CNN-CPG model constructed with electrical circuit was proposed by Arena et al. It was used on a hexapod robot which was able to change gaits based on motor map [5] , [6] .
Similarly, the CPG control mechanism had become a major method in under-actuated structure control. Inoue et al. This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 60875083. Fig.1 The two coupled neuron groups activated the horizontal and vertical muscle groups respectively which produce different pattern of locomotion had used mutual inhibitory CPG model in snake-like robot control, and GA algorithm was added to adjust the CPG parameters based on different friction coefficient [7] , [8] . Crespi, Ijspeert developed an online optimal method to drive Snake-like robot in its largest velocity by modulating the CPG parameters [9] , [10] . However, above research only focus on the serpentine locomotion of the snake-like robot. Lu et al. proposed cyclic inhibitory CPG model for snake-like robots, and proved that it is the model producing rhythmic output with the least equations [11] . But this model is difficult to tune its output. Now we construct a novel CPG model which can produce typical serpentine, sidewinding and traveling wave locomotion for snake-like robots and transfer into one of them freely based on a simple input signal. The frequency, amplitude and phase lag of this model can also be tuned easily and directly. It is thus suitable for snake-like robot locomotion control.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we present a new CPG model. The stability of this model and parameters restrictions are investigated in Section III. Section IV discusses the relationship between the output and parameters. The adaptive character of the model is exposited in Section V. And Section VI makes a conclusion and describes the future works.
II. THE CUBIC CPG MODEL
From an instinct view, the snakes realize various gaits because of several muscle groups attached to the body joint. Each muscle group should be controlled by relative neural group. However, the different neural groups are coupled with each other to make the motion coordinate and effective. The basic concept of this assumption is shown in Fig. 1 . So, the spatial locomotion of snakes must be activated by several muscle groups in different directions, and the several muscle groups should be control by a cubic neural network. We construct a new CPG model based on this proposition. The structure of it is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
In Fig2, every circle presents a neural cell, and each link is a coupling. The solid circles control snake-like robot's horizontal locomotion and hollow ones control the locomotion in vertical plane.
The mathematical representation of a single cell is expressed as:
where i x is the output of each cell, and i ϕ is the control signal of each joint either horizontal or vertical. ij c is the coupling weight between cell i and cell j . Other variables are also the system control parameters which will directly influence the properties of the model. This model is inspired by Cohen's research on how the neural network in the isolated spinal cord of lamprey works [12] . The advantage of this model is that the frequency, amplitude and phase lag can be tuned easily and directly. This will be discussed in Section IV.
III. THE STABILITY OF THE CUBIC CPG MODEL
The stability of this model means that the time evolution of the amplitude and phase lag variables converges to a limit cycle. To prove both of them, the fixed point theorem is needed and is demonstrated as below:
The fixed point theorem: Consider the ordinary differential equation
, and set the fixed point is * x , which means the state of this system is equilibrium, namely: 0 ) (
. And we supposed that the function f and its differential ' f are continuous in the whole region of the real number. And then the fixed point is attractive if the First, we discuss a simple case that there are only two neural cells. The details of connection can be seen in Fig. 3 . And it can be described as: , the differential of the phase difference is that:
The stability of (4) is defined by the fixed point theorem [13] , and its details are demonstrated as below:
Based on the fixed point theorem, the synchronization will be reached if the below equations are satisfied:
Solving above equations, we get the parameters restrictions as below: Therefore if there are N joints in a snake-like robot, N neural segments are needed to control them, and the number of connections is 4(2N-1). So there will be 4(2N-1) ODEs. For briefly, we use the matrix form to represent the equations as below:
is the vector of phase difference, and its differential is Φ . To obtain the stability of the system, the fixed point theorem must be satisfied. That is: (12) Next, let's find out how to satisfy the second equation of (9) . Take a subset from (8) arbitrarily, that is: For the instinct property of the system, the cosine item of (14) is not less than zero. So the second restriction of parameters is:
The restriction of parameters used in (1) for proving the stability of the CPG model are listed in TableI.
IV. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUTPUT AND PARAMETERS
One advantage of this model is that the frequency, amplitude, and phase lag can be easily tuned since the influence of the parameters on the output is not coupled. Fig. 5 shows that when the parameter changes from 1 to 2 at the moment t=4s, the frequency of the model increases simultaneously. And in Fig6, we can see that when the parameter R is tuned from 0.5 to 1 at the moment t=8s, the amplitude of the output increases also. The phase lag can be controlled by parameter f, which is φ in (1) , that can be seen in Fig.7 . At the moment t=12s, f changed from 0.9 to 0.2, the phase lag of system decreased also. The value of other parameters used in this model is listed in Table II. From Fig. 5 , Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we can see that the responses of the system are fast when the parameters are tuned. However, when the parameters changes dramatically, the output signals transition is still smooth, which is one of the advantages of CPG control.
V. THE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR OF THE CPG MODEL
Snakes can adjust their gaits in different terrains according to sensory information. Therefore we introduce an input signal s into our CPG model to make it capable of switching between kinds of locomotion patterns. We set: In the Fig.9 , it is shown that when the ratio n t C C / is in the low level, the motion pattern is serpentine, which is a way of moving fast and efficient on the hard floor; and if the ratio n t C C / keep increasing, the frequency and amplitude of output signal increases also, which coincide with the discoveries of Ma, Satio and Mehta that the frequency and amplitude of optimal gaits of snake-like robot increased when the ratio is too large for the snake-like robot to move forward, the locomotion will be transferred to traveling wave locomotion, changing the tangent friction from resisting force to driving force. From above analysis we find that there is a surprising similarity between the cubic CPG model's motion pattern transition mechanism and the one adopted by the real snake in natural environment. In most cases, snakes adopt serpentine locomotion. When snakes move on sand, they will adopt the sidewinding locomotion pattern, lifting part of their bodies to lower the resisting force for making the motion more effective. And in some places where are hard for snakes to move forward, snakes will employ the traveling wave locomotion. This is the result of creature's evolution through countless generations. This will be helpful to make our snake-like robot be more adaptive to wild environment. In this paper, a new adaptive CPG model for snake-like robot to move effectively on kinds of environments which have different friction coefficient ratio is proposed. It is able to produce serpentine, sidewinding and traveling wave locomotion gaits and switch between them easily based on a simple input signal. The stability and parameter restrictions are investigated. Its excellent properties include easy adjusting frequency, amplitude and phase lag, and smooth signal transition. The most important character of this model is that it can not only employ different locomotion patterns based on higher neural system, but also spontaneously transfer the motion gaits based on a simple sensory signal. The appearance of the CPG model looks like a real snake for both of them can choose the optimal motion pattern on different terrains based on environment information. This CPG model will be helpful to let the snake-like robot being more adaptive to wild environment, and make the motion of it be more effective and quickly.
Our purpose of constructing this CPG model is to make the snake-like robot be capable of adapting to various complex environment. It is a preparation for snake-like robots to play a role in disaster rescue and ruins exploration. So, the next step of our research is to test this model on simulation platform and execute experiments with a real snake-like robot.
